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the process, did Guy’s large hand touch her skin? Did his gaze rake 

over her body? 

They were so close to one another, too. Did Guy catch a whiff of her scent?! i 

She knew about the marriage arrangement between the Chernys and the 

Grangers. How could she still stay so close to Guy for so long? 

All those thoughts embittered Anthony even more as wintry fury came out of his 

chest. 

“Momo and the red wolf bone aren’t excuses for you to come so close with 

another man! I’ve been too lenient on you these days. From now onward, you’ll 

stay inside this house, and you’re not allowed to come out without my 

permission! I’ll come and get you in three days!” 

Anthony then walked out of the door and shut the door behind him. 

Charmine failed to stop him as he moved too fast, so much so she could not 

react in time, 1 

When she walked to the window, she saw that Anthony was already inside the 

car before he drove away. 

She frowned. 

Three days? 

He was so agitated, he must have thought of officiating their relationship, to let 

the world know! 



He would probably show up with the wedding car in three days! 1 

Since Memo’s illness was unstable, Annabel must stay out of sight and receive 

treatments at home. 

If this was exposed, they might be threatened and she would become their soft 

spot! 

What if the Baileys used Chris and Annabel to force them apart?! 

They must not officiate their relationship before that problem got fixed! 

Charmine wanted to use her phone to ask for help but realized that the phone 

was left inside her car. 

On the other hand, this villa was strange. The materials were different even 

though it looked like a run-off-the-mill villa, and there were anti-thief wire fences 

outside the window. 

With just one look, Charmine could tell that those wire fences had surging 

electric current! 

Anthony’s villa was as good as the most advanced technologically designed 

villa. He had even turned on the S-grade protection mode, 1 

Once this mode was turned on, anything touching the outside wall would be 

instantly electrocuted and trigger the alarm. 

Charmine walked around anxiously as she attempted to find a blind spot before 

eventually deducing that unless Anthony opened the door from the outside, any 

approaching person would be electrocuted! 1 

She laid on the sofa and rubbed her temples. 



What could she have done? 

Everything was beyond her control. What else could she do? 

Meanwhile, at Violet Residence… 

Anthony drifted back and found Max and Waverly in the living room. 

Max held the fainted Waverly-passed out due to the pain-and said to Anthony 

sternly, “I’ve given what Charmine wanted back to her. Where is she? She must 

detox Waverly right away!” 

“You can’t find her anymore! From now onward, get out of my sight,” growled 

Anthony emotionlessly. He lifted his hand and waved. 1 

Luke came into the villa with his men in tow. They had suitcases with them and 

forced all of Waverly’s belongings into them. It only took a while 

before they came out with Waverly’s stuff and tossed them to Max. “Please 

leave now!” 1 

Max frowned. “Anthony, are you insane? You’re still technically engaged to 

Waverly, and you want her to move out? Are you not afraid of me exposing your 

relationship with Charmine!?” 

“Go ahead!” Anthony growled lowly, unafraid, unintimidated. 

Max frowned. Anthony was unafraid of his relationship with Charmine 

getting exposed? What was he planning? 1 

Since he had seen so many photos of Charmine and Guy, was he not supposed 

to kick out Charmine instead? 
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Grandma Bailey realized she made a slip, she quickly retracted herself 

and said, “I don’t know… I don’t know anything…” 1 

“Okay, then. Get ready for the wedding,” declared Anthony, i 

With a frown on her face, Grandma Bailey fretted, “But does she have the 

support from the Cherny family? The seniors in the Bailey family knew about 

this, and they said Charmine’s background isn’t good enough for you. Without 

the Cherny family’s approval, they would resign their posts instead of permitting 

you to be with Charmine!” 

Anthony scoffed, “Really? Make an announcement then-l’m having a full family 

meeting.” 

With that said, he hung up and walked out with Chris, saying, “Remember: you 

might be in danger in the following three days. No matter what happens, stay 

close to me. Your safety determines whether your Mommy and I get married. 

Understand?” 

Chris sensed the importance of the matter, thus he nodded heavily. “Yes, Sir!” 

At the Bailey mansion. 

Once the call ended, Susan, next to Grandma Bailey, muttered, “What to do 

now? Anthony is going to go against the D’Cruz family, Kansas, and the entire 

Bailey family because of a woman?” 1 

Without much to go on, Grandma Bailey could only instruct, “Go and find out 

what happened!” 



As she was still in the dark, she did not know how to resolve the matter. 

“No need to find out,” sneered Fredrick as he walked toward them at that 

moment, “Charmine cheated on Anthony with the heir of the Granger family! You 

Baileys are so generous. You still want a woman like her!?” 

He then placed a thick stack of photos on the table, to which Grandma Bailey 

and Susan lowered their heads to see. They were of Charmine’s 

intimate shots with Guy; too intimate. 

Susan’s face stiffened. “Unacceptable. Charmine is seeing two men at once? 

How could Anthony get married to a woman like her!?” 

“Indeed, this is unacceptable!” snapped Grandma Bailey. 

Seeing that Grandma Bailey spoke, Susan grabbed her hand and said,” Mother, 

you must stop this. We can’t let Anthony marry a woman like her!” ‘ 

“It’s not Charmine who’s unacceptable-it’s the Grangers! They know Charmine is 

married, yet they’re trying to steal my in-law! Unacceptable! Utterly 

unacceptable!” Grandma Bailey was so furious that she slammed her palm 

against the armrest. 2 

Susan and Fredrick were shocked. What did Grandma Bailey say? Had she lost 

her marbles?! 

Susan gazed at Grandma Bailey and asked, “Mother, this… According to the 

photos, it’s apparent that Charmine is the one trying to flirt with the Granger 

heir!” 

“It was I who asked her to go to the Cherny mansion. I know what she’s doing. 



What I’m worried about…did happen…” Grandma Bailey rubbed her temples, 

fatigued. 

She had arranged her men to follow after Charmine. She knew Charmine told 

the Chernys the truth about her being with Anthony from the very start, and she 

also knew the task the Chernys gave to Charmine. 1 

She thought everything was going well. Who would have thought that the 

Grangers would try to steal Charmine even when they knew she was married! 

“Not happening! Anthony and Charmine must get married! We can’t let the 

Grangers steal her!” 1 

She suddenly stood up and said to Susan, “Host a full family meeting!” 

Susan frowned. “Mother, you’re serious?” 

“Of course! Right away! Now!” Grandma Bailey was determined. 

No wonder Anthony was in such a hurry to get married. She fully supported him! 

1 

No matter what, they had to get Charmine first! 
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Susan saw how determined Grandma Bailey was, all she could do was 

follow her request and make the notice. 

Since the rest of the family would not agree to this, she might as well wait for 

them to arrive. 1 

Dumbfounded, Fredrick glared at Grandma Bailey with disbelief. “Grandma 

Bailey, have your gears rusted in aging that you can’t decide properly? You don’t 



want Waverly but want a woman like Charmine? Have you considered the 

outcome?” i 

“Oh? I do want to know what outcomes there are!” Grandma Bailey met his 

glare fearlessly. 

Fredrick did not expect her to be so determined, and he halted before arguing 

coldly, “Back then, the deal between Burlington and Kansas was signed due to 

the engagement between the D’Cruz family and Bailey family. If you do this to 

Waverly, the deal will be canceled! Furthermore, we’ll fully boycott the Baileys as 

well. We’ll become enemies!” 1 

“Hahaha! My good enemy. Well said.” Grandma Bailey smiled coldly and looked 

at him mockingly. “I’m almost a hundred years old. I know how deals work, but 

I’ve never seen a reputable family who turns others into enemies out of 

disagreements. Is this how the D’Cruz family treats others?” 

Fredrick frowned. He seemed as if he had just woken up. 

Was this how the D’Cruz family treated others? 

No… 

Their family had never done such a thing before, but ever since Waverly came 

back, everything seemed to have changed… 1 

‘This isn’t the first time your family threatened the Baileys,” she added. “We let 

you in the past out of generosity; it doesn’t mean that we’re afraid. If you want to 

make an enemy out of this, we’ll do the same! However, I hope Mr. D’Cruz 

thinks it through before then. How much time have we given Waverly? How 



many times have we tried to make them truly get along? Can you blame us that 

Anthony didn’t fall for her after all? You can’t force things. Do you want things to 

end pretty or ugly? You choose.” 1 

Fredrick frowned. After a moment, he finally said, “It’s your Anthony’s low 

standards for not falling for Waverly-it doesn’t mean nobody wants her. I do want 

to see how well Charmine is!” With that said, he turned and left. 

The atmosphere was tense, and it was only after he left could Grandma Bailey 

relax and sat back on the chair tiredly. 1 

If Charmine could get the support from the Chernys and the Grangers, her 

background could compete with Waverly. 

Unfortunately… 

The largest hurdle was the other Baileys. 

Would they accept Charmine? 

30 people were seated in the massive 100-square-feet meeting hall. 

Among those present were six seniors of the Bailey family along with the 

holders of 20 percent of their shares. 

The six seniors were the brothers of Senior Bailey. Although they did not have 

shares with them, they could force Anthony to surrender if they spoke in unison, 

even though he owned 70 percent of the shares, 1 

As for the 20 shareholders, even though each of them only had one- percent 

share, this amount was passed down from generations above. 

Some of them were in charge of the exporting branch, some in-charge of the 



materials, while some managed the company’s air-shipping, i 

Any problem in any sector would affect the entire Bailey Corporation’s 

operations. 

Even in the headquarters, the World Trade Company taken charge by Anthony, 

ten percent of their shares were owned by Derek, who was also present. 

The atmosphere was intense as everyone expressed their disapproval. 

“We had a meeting the other time. As we said, unless Charmine gains the 

support from the Chernys, we won’t approve of her!” 
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Bailey, you must teach your grandson well. You can’t let him mess 

around!” 

“Charmine was engaged to Julian, and her reputation is ruined. Marrying a 

woman like her will make us a laughingstock!” 

“I won’t approve! All of us won’t approve!” 1 

The crowd disapproved in unison. 

Grandma Bailey sat by the side, bombarded with the protests. 

She rubbed her temples. They were so noisy, and the internal conflicts were … 

How annoying! 

How would Anthony fix this? 

Suddenly, a tall and well-built figure walked in through the door. 

The moment he walked in, it was as if the sun had disappeared into the clouds. 

The temperature in the hall dropped significantly. 2 



Even though he said nothing and merely made his way toward them, he exuded 

an oppressive temperament. 

The rambunctious crowd fell silent instantly, and they dared not breathe too 

loudly. 

Some members who acted out before he came quickly went back to their seats, 

as if they were the students and Anthony the teacher. 1 

Anthony walked to the front of the table as his gaze swept across every face 

present. “I heard you all have opinions on my wedding?” 

His low and magnetic voice was heard; it was unusually chilly. 

Everyone was terrified, and the more terrified ones instantly shook their heads. 

“No opinions… No…” 1 

Before they could finish speaking, the six seniors glared at them, and they 

instantly shrunk, falling quiet as they did. 1 

The leading senior looked at Anthony and said with a pleasant tone,” Anthony, 

it’s a good thing that you’re getting married. When you got engaged with 

Waverly, we fully supported you. We did send you a lot of gifts, right? But you 

suddenly want to marry Charmine. Are you kidding us? What do you like about 

her? What’s there in her that is worthy of your attention?” 

His genial tone sounded intrusive, interrogative. 

Anthony met his eyes and said coldly, “I like her, and this is her greatest forte. 

This already made her better than all of the women in the world.” 1 

The crowd was speechless. 



The second senior’s face turned green as he rubbed his throat. “Cough, cough, 

cough! Anthony, we’re trying to help. Charmine isn’t of your level. Marrying her 

would turn you into a joke. All of us won’t approve, so you better-“ 

“I came here today to let you know of my decision, not to listen to your opinions. 

The wedding will still go on in three days!” 1 

Anthony’s low voice turned harsh as his authoritative, domineering aura 

surfaced. 

The crowd exchanged perplexed looks. 

Finally, the sixth senior, who was the most daring of all, stood up. “Anthony, if 

you want to make it this way, we won’t waste any more time with you! If you 

want to marry Charmine, you’ll have to resign from the Bailey Corporation. The 

six of us will come together to dismiss you and take back the shares from you!” 

His words were filled with threat. 

Derek, meanwhile, sat and watched on. If Anthony was dismissed, he would 

take his place… 

Grandma Bailey frowned. This situation was very tense. What to do? 
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the meeting hall assumed Anthony would be intimidated, 

threatened. They thought he would compromise, but little did they expect… 

Anthony remained unperturbed as he met their eyes. “Since I’m here, I have 

another matter to speak of.” 

With a wave of his hand, Luke walked toward them and placed a pile of 



documents he had in his arms on the table, i 

Everyone looked over and noticed that they were the share-transferring 

contracts with the words printed, [Anthony is willing to transfer 70% of his 

shares to unconditionally.] 

He even signed it! 

Everyone was stunned. “President Bailey, what are you doing?” 

“Are you giving up all of your shares and authority in Bailey Corporation?” 

‘You’re giving up your company for a woman!?” 

They slowly rose and spoke of their disagreements and distaste. 

Senior Bailey, who had been trying to keep calm, could no longer hold himself 

back as he turned to Anthony and blurted, “Have you lost your mind, Anthony?” 

1 

He gave up his 30-percent shares to Anthony not long ago, and all of a sudden, 

he would give them all out? To these shareholders, no less? 

Was he trying to piss him off?! 

Anthony remained apathetic as he pushed the contracts toward the six seniors. 

“As you asked, I’ll give out all of my shares and the authority. From now onward, 

I’m no longer the President of the Bailey Corporation.” 1 

The six seniors halted. 

They guessed it right, but hearing it from Anthony was even more shocking! 

Anthony willingly gave his shares because of a woman? 

Derek frowned. After a short while of shock, he asked, “Brother, what are you 



doing? We’re a family. What’s the point of doing this to the six seniors all for a 

woman?” 

Hearing that, the six seniors’ countenance changed, especially the ill- tempered 

sixth senior. 

“Do you think you can threaten us by doing this, Anthony?” he sneered. “Do you 

think the Bailey Corporation will be over without you? Our business was passed 

down from generations; we kept it running before you were born! Now you’re 

giving it all up for a woman? You’re so useless? Leave if you want! Nobody is 

keeping you. We won’t keep you!” he scowled with his face flushing red. 1 

Nobody had yelled at Anthony. 

Everyone else shivered as they cast their gazes to the floor, not wanting to be 

involved. 

Anthony remained unperturbed. He was cold and emotionless as usual. 

“I’m glad to hear this.” 

With that said, he stood up and buttoned his suit before walking out. 

Everyone stared with disbelief. They were dumbfounded. 

Anthony left? Just like that? 

He left? 

He was giving up his empire for a woman? 

Senior Bailey felt his chest tightened, so much so that he almost fainted, i 

Grandma Bailey quickly held onto him while she called out, “Anthony, calm 

down! Calm down and let’s talk it through!” 



Although she supported Anthony to marry Charmine, he should not sacrifice 

something so hefty for it! 

The unruffled Anthony, however, continued to walk out of the hall. 

Luke stopped and looked at everyone else, warning them out of ’kindness’,” 

Right, Boss Bailey will be taking with him ten S-graded projects, as well as deals 

with a hundred and eight countries. Do try your best to make arrangements for 

yourself.” 1 

With that said, he lowered his head politely and followed behind Anthony. 

Everyone in the meeting hall reeled back in bewilderment. 

Ten S-graded projects? 

These were the profitable projects Anthony had started in recent years. Each of 

them made a few billion profits each year! 
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Furthermore, the Bailey Corporation only had deals with 50 countries before 

Anthony took over. After Anthony took charge, he signed deals with almost all 

countries around the world, i 

If he left with the deals with 108 countries, would the Bailey family return to the 

point they were at before he came? Would they not be left with only deals with 

50 countries? 

Instantly, they understood. 

Anthony was not trying to scare or threaten them. He had all the rights! 1 

Even if he left the Bailey Corporation, he could build another empire within five 



years with his own capability! 

He would not be the one at loss-they were! 

The younger members instantly ran out as they blocked Anthony from leaving. 

“Boss Bailey, please, don’t leave!” 

‘The six seniors were joking with you! It wasn’t serious!” 

“We’re a family! A family! Why make it so awkward?” 

“Don’t you just want to marry Charmine? We agree! We all do!” 

They spoke one after another to please Anthony. 

Anthony merely looked at the six seniors. “Control your people.” 

‘Your people’… That basically rubbed it in their faces that he was no longer part 

of the Bailey family… 1 

The six seniors’ faces turned green. 

The usually peaceful third senior spoke, “Anthony, what makes it sound so 

serious? You’re a Bailey; we were just joking around!” 

“Sixth senior wasn’t kidding.” Anthony eyed the sixth senior who was speechless 

when the spotlight was placed on him. 

Why did Anthony only single him out? 

He would have berated him as he did moments ago, but Anthony was 

threatening to leave with so many resources… 

If Anthony formed a new empire, however powerful the Bailey Corporation was, 

they would never be able to secure the deals with 108 countries. 

By then, the Bailey Corporation would go downhill. 



The sixth senior swallowed his anger and stomped. “Alright, marry her, marry 

her! I’ll only ask her to leave afterward…” i 

Of course, the last sentence was merely thought to himself. 

They had no choice but to cave in to Anthony’s threat. He would think of ways 

for Charmine to leave later on. 

With their approval, the situation had changed. 

Senior Bailey, who was about to have a heart attack, suddenly recovered. He 

was surprised. 1 

He did not expect Anthony to use reverse psychology on them. He did that to 

make everyone approve of his marriage? 

A clever move, it was! 

Derek maintained his gentle expression but his eyes darkened. 

Curse that Anthony! Derek thought he would soon have the shares, never 

thinking the tables would turn so abruptly! 

However, was Anthony truly marrying Charmine? 

Although Charmine did not have support from the Chernys, so many prominent 

moguls showed up to her birthday banquet. 1 

With her powerful connections, she could surely help Anthony to become even 

more powerful! 

Impossible. He had to think of ways to stop Anthony! 

Inside the villa in the forest. 

Charmine tossed and turned in the bed. She had contacted Kay with her 



emergency bracelet. They had come but had no clue how to overcome the 

villa’s tight security. 

They told her the news: Anthony went against his family. 

She frowned, incredibly concerned. 

Once the news got out, the number of people disproving their relationship was 

beyond calculation! 

That went especially for Waverly. The D’Cruz family would not give in so easily! 

1 

What if they did anything to Chris? 

Waverly knew about Annabel’s existence, after all… 

With those thoughts in mind, she could only send a message to Kay, [ Forget 

about me. Protect Chris and Annabel-this is your mission for the next few days!] 

It seemed that she could only wait to get married in three days… 
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hospital. 

Waverly was in the emergency room, and doctors that attended to her were 

helpless, i 

The needle was inside her vein, and if they were not careful, Waverly could die 

of massive blood loss. 1 

The solution Waverly came up with before she fainted was temporary 

anesthesia. This was achieved by injecting enough local aesthetics around the 

painful area. 



Fredrick and Max accompanied her, pitying her as they felt utter rage toward 

Charmine. 

Max watched as she was still unconscious with her complexion extremely pale. 

He stood up in anger. ‘TH find Charmine right now. I’ll make her endure a 

hundred times more pain than Waverly’s feeling!” 

“Alright, sit down.” Fredrick scoffed. He glared at Max. “Since when have you 

become so impatient? Since when has the D’Cruz family become so 

short�tempered?” 

Fredrick did not sound pleased. 

Max frowned. “My sister is being bullied. How can we stay quiet? Do you want 

to let Charmine bully Waverly?” 1 

“What can you do? Do you think causing more trouble is ideal? Have you 

thought of the outcomes? Do you think going against them is good for our 

family? Do you think the Baileys are that scared of us?” berated Fredrick sternly. 

Max halted; his father was never that angry for a long while. 

He had to calm down. 

Coincidentally, Waverly, who laid still in bed, weakly opened her eyes. 

“Brother… Father is right. This time…l troubled our family greatly…” 

Her voice was so gentle and harmless as if she would faint anytime. 1 

Max quickly sat beside her and held her hand. ‘Waverly, Father didn’t mean that. 

He didn’t blame you. Now, the situation has become more complicated. We 

have to think it through. You take care of your body while I’ll help you fix the 



situation.” 

Waverly frowned. “The situation became more complicated, you say…? What 

happened? Was Anthony not angry looking at the photos…?” 

“Sigh…” Fredrick sighed deeply. He did not have the heart to break her heart, 

but he also knew that there was no way of hiding this. The world would know 

about it in no time. 

He had no choice but to say, “Steel yourself, Waverly. Anthony is… He’s 

marrying Charmine. He’s gotten the support from his entire family.” 

“What…?” 

Waverly’s face was already pale, and it only turned paler afterward. 1 

She thought Anthony would break up with Charmine. Who would have thought 

that he wanted to marry Charmine instead? Was he crazy? 

Fredrick continued, “I know you’re angry and sad. Please stay calm. I’ve spoken 

to the Baileys, but they’re not afraid to make an enemy out of this. They might 

become a threat to us. Anthony has all of the evidence against you, from how 

you agreed to be a decoy to how you fought against Charmine. He has it all. 

The D’Cruz family’s reputation will be at stake if the evidence is shown to the 

public. This, of course, won’t be good for you as well.” 1 

Waverly’s hands inside the blanket tightened. 

Had the situation come to this? 

It went so well, and she suddenly losing? 

No! No way! 



She met Fredrick’s eyes. “Father is right. This is my personal issue, and I can’t 

drag the D’Cruz family down. Now that I’m the heiress of the family, I can’t bring 

shame. Once the Baileys announce the wedding, I’ll confess and leave…” 

“Waverly, what about your revenge?” Fredrick asked, sounding concerned. 

Waverly smiled weakly. “I’m fine. We’ll speak about this later on, there’s no 

hurry…” 

After all… 

Haha! 

Waverly believed Anthony would never get to marry Charmine publicly! 1 Not 

with her around 
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Waverly had both Max and Fredrick leave the ward, she picked up her 

phone and sent Britney a voice note. “Listen carefully…” 

At Violet Residence. 

Anthony had just returned after a long day at work when Nial hurried toward 

him, near tears. “Bro, it’s bad! Something’s up! Annabel somehow disappeared!” 

“Disappeared?” Anthony frowned. 

‘Yes,” replied Nial. “I noticed that she was in good sleep today, so I excused 

myself to the garden on the first floor for a breather, but she suddenly 

disappeared when I went upstairs ten minutes later! I checked all of the 

cameras and saw that a person dressed in black came in through the tunnel, 

and whoever it was managed to avoid all of the safety alarms and left with 



Annabel!” i 

Anthony’s cold expression hardened. 

Charmine was the one who implanted the safety system. The staircase and the 

tunnel had alarms attached to them, yet this person managed to evade every 

single one? 1 

All thoughts of resting flew out the window for Anthony as he stood up.” Trail that 

person, stealthily. Find them by all means! 

“Also, Charmine must not know about this. She can’t know!” 

Inside the forest villa. 

Charmine had been locked up for two days. Anthony did not come and visit her 

nor did he contact her. 

Every morning, someone would bring in the freshest ingredients kept in an ultra�thin 

box. It was like a piece of paper which could be sent in through the window. 

The person would not speak and would always leave in a hurry. 

Although Charmine was clever, she had no way of escaping under such 

circumstances. 

All she could do was to sit on the sofa and blankly watch the television. 

As she turned it on, she saw the news. 

‘Tomorrow at ten in the morning, Anthony Bailey will be hosting a wedding 

ceremony! The ceremony will be elegantly decorated with countless wealthy 

families attending from all countries…” i 

Charmine frowned. 2 



Anthony was indeed preparing the wedding ceremony, and it would happen 

tomorrow… 

He did not say who the bride would be; it seemed that he was planning to 

surprise everyone. 

It would be a mess by then. Perhaps everyone would disapprove… 1 

It was not the best time for them to officiate their relationship. 

At that moment… 

Knock, knock, knock! 

Charmine snapped out of her mini trance and saw two figures standing outside 

the window. 

It was Guy and Dior. 

She frowned. Why did they come? 

Guy, upon seeing her, shyly and quickly lowered his eyes to avoid her gaze. 

Staring at Charmine, Dior then believed what her brother told her as she studied 

Charmine’s face and temperament. 

Charmine did resemble Charlie. 

She had to help her brother snag this amazing woman! 

She waved at Charmine and said in a low voice, “Charmine, Charmine, come 

over here! We have a way to help you out!” 1 

Help her out? 

Charmine walked over, confused. ‘You know how?” 

‘Yes,” replied Dior, “we know how to get you out. You must leave with us. I have 



important information. Annabel is missing!” 

Charmine frowned. 2 

Annabel was missing? 
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Annabel not staying at Violet Villa? Was Nial not looking after her? 

How did she end up missing? 

Guy explained, “Anthony announced his upcoming wedding, and the D’Cruz 

family turned against him. Many inside people have learned about this, and 

perhaps someone kidnapped Annabel to threaten you and Anthony. 

Anthony had his men looking for her in the past two days, but they’ve yet to find 

anything. If you leave with us now, maybe the wedding ceremony will halt 

tomorrow.” 

Dior handed a black bag to Charmine through the window as he spoke. 

“Uncle Hugh got this from the government agency. Put this on and jump out of 

the ventilating window of the toilet on the second floor.” 

Although there were electric wires outside the ventilating window, the electricity 

surge would be the weakest there due to the water tank. 

This top-graded insulating jacket could withstand weak currents, and it would be 

sufficient for Charmine to escape. 

Charmine took it with a small frown on her face; she did not expect the 

government agency to have such a good item. 2 

Did she want to owe another favor to the Grangers? 



With her relationship with Anthony stiffened, she should not get too close to the 

Grangers again. 

Seeing that she did not move, Dior continued, “Stop hesitating, Charmine- we’re 

trying to help you. We have ways of tracking down Annabel! Once you get out, 

don’t go back to the Bailey mansion. Come with us to the Granger mansion, and 

just pretend to get married to my brother. You only have to pretend. By then, our 

grandparents will allow you to have the red wolf bone. With the bone in hand, 

you can use it to cure Chris. So even if anything happened to Annabel, it won’t 

affect you all!” 7 

Charmine frowned. 

Straight to the Granger mansion? To pretend to get married to Guy? 

Anthony might kill her for that… 

you. I know my family is using me to threaten you. I feel guilty for that. 

I genuinely hope I can help you to get the bone, and I won’t disturb you once 

you get it.” 

His tone was determined and genuine, and his unswerving expression seemed 

genuine and honest. 

Charmine looked at him and was confused. 

This idea was not bad. Once she got the bone, everything would be solved and 

Chris would be healed from his illness. Annabel would not be a threat to 

Charmine and Anthony even if they kidnapped her. 

However… 



To fake a marriage with Guy? 

She dared not think of the outcome. 

As she hesitated, Dior looked around and pestered, “Charmine, regardless of 

whether you’re coming to the Granger mansion or not, just come out first. If 

Anthony comes back, it’ll be difficult for you to get out.” 2 

Charmine was brought out of her thoughts with that. Dior had a point. No matter 

if she was going to the Granger mansion or not, she should not be locked up in 

the villa. 

She picked up the black bag and walked inside. When she saw the pillow on the 

sofa, her eyes sparkled. 

She quickly removed her jacket and dress to put them on the pillow. She made it 

seem as if she was sleeping. 

She then took out another set of clothes in the wardrobe and put them on before 

wearing the insulating jacket. 1 

The normal insulating jacket would not be able to withstand the electric current 

on the wall, but this ensemble provided by the government agency, one that 

ordinary people would not have access to. 

With this, Charmine managed to get out of the villa and walked away with both 

Dior and Guy. 

Charmine stopped when she noticed their car, however, and Dior noticed it. 

“Charmine, if you really don’t want to go back with us, we won’t force you to,” 

she spoke to Charmine, “but you’d do well to be careful. They even kidnapped a 



pregnant woman; they’re ruthless! Do take care.” 

Her eyes were full of concern as she spoke to Charmine before getting inside 

the car. 

Guy, on the other hand, said nothing as his head hung low, cheeks flushed red 

as he did. 

 


